Response scale transfer for visual speed.
By reversing the presentation order and frequency of stimuli between two series of trials, we studied how the category scale for visual speed is transferred across stimulus contexts. Participants judged five stimulus speeds, using three categories (slow, moderate, and fast). In Experiment 1, mainly frequent speeds (either low or high) occurred on the initial trials. This manipulation produced divergent preshift ratings for identical stimuli. Although subsequent reversal of stimulus context resulted in a reversal of scales, the adjustment was incomplete: The postshift ratings did not match the comparable preshift ones. In Experiment 2, mainly infrequent speeds were presented initially. Now the preshift ratings coincided, but higher postshift ratings occurred with the frequent high-speed rather than with the frequent low-speed stimuli. We conclude that with transfer into a new context, the spontaneous adjustment of response scale is determined (1) by the preshift primacy and the postshift frequency effects and (2) by the preshift frequency effect extended to the postshift trials.